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Abstract 
The objective of the research is to define some of the typical features of communicative tactics of creating headlines in British 
newspapers. We have used structural and linguistic approaches in defining three typical communicative tactics and analyzed 
numerous samples of headlines from quality papers and tabloids. The analysis shows that communicative tactics of headlines 
from a range of quality papers are more informative and persuasive, they form opinions, judgments of readers and in tabloids 
they are mostly advertising and entertaining, they capture readers’ attention to trivial events and awake a keen interest in private 
life of celebrities. 
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1. Introduction 
Recent developments in the world technology have caused British journalists (who write for newspapers) to 
recognize the fact that it is difficult to compete with news coverage on television that makes it possible for an 
audience anywhere in the world see instantaneously, what is happening almost anywhere. In these conditions 
journalists are trying to use the developments in electronics that give them access to enormous databank for 
improving the necessary searching and interrogative skills and help them see the media changes “as  widening rather 
than narrowing opportunities”  (Bromley, 2004 p.40). The research done by the British theoretitians and practitioners 
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is offering journalists new ways how to improve their practical activities to remain important players in the 
information space and how to develop their skills to give readers a better chance to satisfy their information and 
entertainment needs and attract to a new story. According to the British researcher Winford Hicks, the word “story” 
is applied to a news report and “is a construct, something crafted to interest a reader (rather than an “objective” 
version of the facts)” (Hicks, 2008 p.12). News stories are written in narrative technique. It emphasizes that they are 
described as “the retelling of past experiences in which language recreates past events into a narrative sequence; 
these narratives are usually recognized as recounting real events” (Reah, 1998 p.106). The news story has an 
identifiable structure and language patterns that are in common with narrative fiction: headline – lead (intro) – story 
continues – story ends – quote. The headline is essential in the structure, it summarizes events of the story and 
writers of headlines try to make them effective and provoking.  
The objective of the research is to examine and analyze some ways in which British journalists create effective 
headlines because it is the headline that is the first element of communication in a news story and it is a real visible 
way of getting access to the headlined information. It should encapsulate the content of a news story in a minimum 
number of words and attract the reader to the story and if it appears on the front page – capture the readers’ attention 
to the newspaper. 
2. Communicative tactics in headlines of news stories 
We have examined some British newspapers for the period since 1990-2014 and made analysis of journalists’ 
communication practice in three aspects: naming strategies, word choice and language devices. 
2.1. Materials 
Newspapers for the examined period allow to analyze news stories under creative and effective headlines. 
According to the traditional British classification, newspapers are divided into three groups: the quality newspapers, 
that is, the Times, the Independent, the Guardian, the tabloids, that is, the Sun, the Mirror, the Star; and the middle-
range tabloids, that is, the Express and the Daily Mail. 
The newspapers contain a wide range of items: world news, home news, comment and analysis, TV listings and 
advertising, entertainment. The highest percentage of any paper is devoted to news coverage. The quality papers 
devote more space to important social issues and tabloids give information about celebrities, the information of this 
kind dominates. The main part of the research is concerned with examples of headlines and analysis of 
communicative tactics in both quality papers and tabloids. The analysis of headlines shows the way in which writers 
of headlines realize their dualistic function: to inform and entertain readers. 
2.2. Naming strategies 
One of the effective ways to communicate with readers is to use a proper name strategy that has its own 
peculiarities because it operates within British culture and traditional context. The names in headlines represent the 
focus of information, play the role of advertising and attract readers to social issues and events. “Cameron Spikes 
Press Law” (Watson, 2012, p.1) – the story appeals to readers in the support of the Prime minister’s arguments 
against Press Law restrictions. The image of Cameron is associated with a figure of a knight, whose main weapon 
and attribute is the “spike” and it makes the headline more expressive and persuasive. “Rejected: Queen’s plea for 
more cash (Verkaik, 2008, p.1). The Government is refusing to pay for the Queen’s occupied palaces and other 
demands and invites to back its attitude. 
Names of Royal family members always attract the readers’ attention. The story headlined ‘Harry to lead Diana 
charity’s landmine appeal’ (Lydall, 2013, p. 4) gives information about his agreement to strengthen his links with an 
anti-landmine charity backed by his late mother Diana and help the charity fund continue its work. The headline 
emphasizes the fact that Prince Harry follows in his mother’s footsteps in charity activity. The message of the story 
is to develop a positive image of the Prince. 
Journalists often appeal to the readers’ curiosity and interests writing about private lives of celebrities, who are 
good news makers. “Love of the celebrities has emerged ... as a necessary component of the mass society and the 
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mass media” (Hoggart, 2004, p.69). The writers of headlines focus on something personal, involving the reader into 
celebrities’ problems, their stories of success, scandals and even their voice can be heard: “I’m here to be №1 not 
№4, – says Louis Van Goal” (The Sun, 2014, p.70). Van Goal gives Manchester United fans the feeling that he 
knows how to take the team back to the top and the headline invites a reader to share his hopes and ambitions: the 
voice of Van Goal “brings music to the ears of the fans”. 
Though headlines are written to be read, not spoken, authors of headlines often use the reader’s awareness of 
sound, playing with words. “Who Els, but the latest greatest” (Davies, 1994 p. 32). Ernie Els is the golf winner of the 
Toyota world match play championship. He doesn’t have any weakness, so: who else but he could have won the 
game? – he is the greatest. The headline is based on the sound comic effect (els-else) that makes it intriguing and 
entertaining. 
We have noticed that one of the ways to use the naming strategy often serves to represent social groups in 
headlines that depict people in the way typical of English social rules. Descriptions can appear as part of the naming 
strategy – to call someone ‘a boy’ or ‘a man’ or ‘a girl’. According to physical appearance the girl can be ‘pretty 
girl’, ‘stunning girl’ or ‘bunny girl’. ‘Bunny girl’ means a girl who wears costume with long ears and furry tail like 
rabbit’s. ‘Bunny girl Kate hops off to celebrate Playboy’s 60th, (The Daily Express, 2013, p. 9). The supermodel 
Kate Moss as a bunny girl appeared on the cover of the 60th anniversary edition of Playboy. The story and the star’s 
photo occupy practically half of the newspaper page. The woman is described to a degree anonymous: “a mum”, 
“the proud mum”, “widow”, “a sad wife” and this representation depicts women mostly in their relation to their 
husbands, partners or their children and not as individuals. “It wasn’t murder – says wife of dead Oxford professor” 
(Seamark, 2012, p.11). The widow of the Oxford professor found dead at his fellow academic’s home insists: “It 
wasn’t murder… but a tragic accident”. 
So the examined naming strategies in headlines are very effective communicative tactics in promoting a particular 
interest and response from the readers and serve to make them read the headlined information.  
2.3. Word choice 
Words are good constructions and providers of information, so headline writers use words as an effective tool of 
communication making headlines striking and memorable. They may select words that carry an emotional loading 
and are used to make a headline have the effect of being attention - getting. The following loaded words are 
appropriate and effective in headlines: roar, probe, snub, soar, blast, vow, lure, and others. “Stars snubbed by Oscar” 
(The Daily Mail, 2010, p. 61). The word “snub” means rebuff, ignore, neglect and all the meanings “work” in the 
headline: many famous and great actors have failed to receive a nomination. Some more examples: “Promoters offer 
hard cash to lure rockers Zeppelin back on stage (Sabbagh, 2007, p.66). Promoters are pursuing the band with offers 
of large upfront payment to go on a tour. The headline appeals to the fans to share their hopes for the reunion of 
hard-rock band members. “Even the police now admit that crime is soaring” (Pollard, 2013, p.12). The loaded word 
“soar” means to “rise rapidly and it makes the social issue of the story more important, telling about crime figures 
that are testified by the country’s police. So emotionally loaded words in headlines are not only informative but even 
more ‘active’. 
Word order is also very essential in headlines especially a compound – noun phrase that is used instead of a 
longer clause. “Internet ‘murder site’” (The Daily Mail, 1999, p. 32). The website showed the wedding picture of 
Brandy and Rick Arnett and made chilling reading: “I require the persons on this page to be terminated”. The 
headline contains the dramatic word “murder” and attracts readers’ attention, warning of the dangerous contracts to 
commit murder via internet “Bullet Box baby” (Graham, 2003, p. 9). The story tells about the girl who was left to 
die inside a locked metal chest and was saved by two British soldiers. The headline message appeals to the readers’ 
sympathy and invites them to hail the soldiers’ humanity and courage in the midst of the chaos that reigns in Iraq. 
”Higgins rob rap” (Warrander, 2014, p. 33). The meaning of the word “rap” in the headline is connected with the 
punishment of the son of snooker legend Alex Higgins after the son had robbed a newsagent.  
Such compound-noun phrases are chosen by headliners as devices to use newspaper space economically and 
attract to the content of headlined news stories. 
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3. Language devices in headlines 
Headline writers use a range of language devices to make their headlines more attractive and interesting in 
communication with readers. There are many headlines in the examined papers that show the author’s good taste, 
sense of the English language and appeal to the British audience. The news story about a Tudor rubbish tip near the 
Tower of London appeared in The Times   (Alberge, 1999, p.1) under the headline “Historians go a little bananas”. 
The headline is based on the phrase ‘go bananas’, meaning “be crazy about”: historians are excited about the puzzle 
connected with a banana discovered by archaeologists. It is a real  story where the meaning of the word “banana” 
from the headline is widened and deepened with the story progress and keeps up readers’ interest and curiosity to the 
end of the “banana” research and the object (banana) becomes a “hero” around which a big historical ‘play’ is being 
performed.  
Inventive and creative headlines reach for the well-educated readers, using familiar phrases, proverbs and sayings 
that often come from popular literary works, book titles, folk tales, songs, etc. ‘To Hear or not to Hear’ (To be or not 
to be) – the story is about the noise, whether we realize it or not, it is the risk of losing our hearing. “Look Back in 
Sorrow” (The Times, 2000, p.27) – After 30 years as a BBC newsreader, Andrew Harvey left the BBC that had lost 
its energy and spark. He did it with sorrow – rather than anger («Look back in anger» by John Osborne).  “Babe in 
Wood Found Safe” – the headline refers to a well-known folk tale, “The Babes in the Wood”. 
4. Conclusion 
In the mass society one of the main channels through which the newspaper communication works is the headline. 
Its main function is to attract a reader to a story using creative communicative tactics. The samples examined in the 
research use naming strategies, good selection of words and language devices to create headlines that are effective 
and attractive to readers. 
Headlines are good navigators and can help people read a paper taking it in every aspect, or skip only certain 
sections and read others in more detail. They may change readers’ mode of reading depending on the needs of the 
day. The selection of headlines from British newspapers and their analysis may be helpful in journalists’ practice, 
especially for those who intend to write news stories in the manner and style of British newspapers. 
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